ENJOY YOUR PICNIC DAY WITH UNITRANS!

UNITRANS PICNIC DAY 2016

BUSES RUNNING 2 TIMES AN HOUR:

**B LINE**
Sycamore/Drake
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:35 AM

**E LINE**
F St/J St
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:40 AM

**F LINE**
Oak/East Alvarado/Catalina
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:35 AM

**L LINE**
8th St/Pole Line/Moore
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:25 AM

**N LINE**
Arthur/Shasta/Cowell
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:30 AM

**V LINE**
West Village/113
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:30 AM

ALL PASSENGERS MUST PAY $1

ONLY SENIOR & DISABLED PASSES WILL BE ACCEPTED ON THIS DATE.

Undergraduate ID cards and annual/quarter/monthly passes will NOT be accepted.

There is no perimeter line service on Picnic Day

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.

LAST BUSES LEAVE THE MU AT 5:30 PM

FURTHER INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.UNITRANS.COM

BUSES RUNNING 4 TIMES AN HOUR:

**D LINE**
Lake/Arlington
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:15 AM

**G LINE**
Anderson/Alvarado/N. Sycamore
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:15 AM

**W LINE**
Cowell/Lillard/Drummond
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:05 AM

**Z LINE**
5th St Alhambra/2nd St
FIRST BUS LEAVES MU AT 8:25 AM
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